Viewpoint

Creating value in telecoms consolidation
Lessons learned – Benchmarks – Recommendations

Europe is experiencing an unparalleled wave of telecom mergers, but value creation is far from certain. Executives
charged with telecom integration are facing pressure to meet expectations on synergies, which increasingly are expected
to amount to over half of the purchase price. This Arthur D. Little viewpoint provides lessons learned, benchmarks and
recommendations to help telecom executives successfully create value through the post-merger integration process.

Europe’s wave of telecom mergers is being driven
by a double cash-flow squeeze, global Internet
competition, record low interest rates and regulatory
approvals
Europe is experiencing a record wave of telecom merger activity
that may well be the beginning of a consolidation of the EU28
telecom market, which currently encompasses more than 200
operators and 40 groups.
Operators are experiencing a double cash-flow squeeze. On one
hand, revenues continue to decline due to consumer-focused
regulation and increasing competition from global Internet
players, such as Google and WhatsApp, offering alternative
services via OTT. At the same time, operators are investing
record sums into their broadband networks to meet the
exploding demand for data traffic. Telecom mergers are hence
the logical next step to maintain profitability levels.
The approval of Telefonica Germany’s acquisition of E-Plus, the
largest four-to-three market player merger ever in EU28, has
been a catalyst for other telecom merger talks. Many consider
this as a paradigm shift of European telecom regulation, away
from a focus on affordable prices for consumers and toward
enabling telecom operators to generate sufficient profits to bear
record high investments. Record low interest rates have also
made it easier to finance acquisitions.
Globally active telecom investors are eager to benefit from
opportunities in the consolidation of the European telecom

market. Examples include Mexican América Móvil’s acquisition
of Telekom Austria or Russian Vimpelcom’s investment in Wind
in Italy. Private Equity firms are also active, owning Sunrise and
Orange in Switzerland, and acting as serious bidders for Telekom
Slovenije, among others.
The telecom merger wave and the underlying logic of
converging industry segments has resulted in an “everybody
talks to everybody” situation, whether incumbent, mobile
operator or PayTV satellite operator. Europe already experienced
four mobile-mobile mergers and we are likely to see more. The
challenge now is to maximize the value created from these
mergers.

Synergy expectations account for more than
50 percent of the purchase price
Market expectations typically require buyers to pay 20-30
percent premium over pre-announcement market capitalizations,
and even more if there are several potential buyers. To create
value, executives in the new entity need to realize synergies
with a net present value well above the 20-30 percent. In
fact, the mobile-mobile mergers of Everything Everywhere
in 2010 and Telefonica Germany / E-Plus in 2014 indicate that
the expected synergies from these mergers amounted to
46 percent and 59 percent, respectively. These transactions
show that there is an increasing expectation that over half of
the purchase price can be earned via rapid achievement of
synergies!
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Synergies justify over half of Purchase Prices paid in three EU Mobile Mergers
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The Arthur D. Little /Exane BNP Paribas Study 2014 “Capex: the long march“ states that only synergies can stabilize telecom valuations – estimating 18 bn EUR synergies
from 6 mobile-mobile and 3 mobile-fixed simulated mergers.

Achieving these synergies is a very complex process of merging
two disparate operators and their market positions, brand
portfolios, distribution channels, employees, networks and ITsystems. To quote one executive, “this is like performing open
heart surgery while being watched by numerous parties”.

Post-merger integration executives need to focus on three major
items and their challenges:
nn

Network & IT integration: Network and IT Opex and Capex
account for about 50 percent of synergy plans. Merging
two legacy and packaged switched networks into one
integrated network is a complex process. Customers expect
stable and consistent service throughout the integration,
as well as rapid coverage and capacity improvements.
Shareholders also expect rapid and significant savings by
decommissioning excess mobile base stations, but network
integration can take 3 years or more.

nn

Marketing, Distribution and Customer Care: These areas
account for about 28 percent of synergy plans. But these
customer-facing areas need to be integrated with due care,
as customers expect improvements in integrated customer
care and sales, and get easily irritated if they sense that
changes are to their disadvantage. A good solution is to
temporarily increase sales and customer care capacity to
handle peaks of customer questions.

nn

Revenue synergies: Revenue synergies are uncertain by
nature and hard to track. Competitors prey on any occasion
to win over unhappy customers. Useful instruments include
clear communication via invoices or SMS and simple
“welcome gifts” in the form of free minutes, messages or
traffic.

Market communication, a year-long plan and decisive
actions on the key synergy areas are key
The days of classic “100-day plans” for post-merger integration
are long over. Management needs to take decisive action
to establish a new leadership team, set cornerstones and
communicate clear plans for integration work. “Low hanging
fruit” can be rapidly achieved, but also provide low synergy
value. Major items, such as network/IT integration, marketing
and distribution take much longer. While rebranding can now
often be achieved in under one year, sales channel integration
takes rather two and network integration three years or longer in
our experience.
Clear communication is critical to this integration marathon.
Customers, staff, shareholders and lenders do not usually buy
into initial synergy announcements; their trust rather needs to
be won by regular communication of integration successes. At
times it may even be wise to delay synergy creation measures
to win this trust, as expressed by one CEO’s comment: “If I had
another transaction, I would focus more on ensuring network
quality and excellent customer experience and delay the
realization of synergies.”
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Lessons Learned from four European Mobile-Mobile Mergers since 2010
Observations

Name
Approval Process /
Remedies

 6 months
 Divest 15 MHz of
1800 MHz spectrum

Target Positioning /
Branding

 Leading mobile
operator and LTE
first mover
 Operation of three
brands for 3+ years
 Rapidly merged

General &
Administration
Costs
Sales & Distribution
Costs

 Obligation to host
16+ “4G“ MVNOs
 Divest 10 MHz of
2.6 GHz spectrum
 Superior mobile data
and content services

 Obligation to host
2 MVNOs and to
maintain network
sharing with Eircom
 Monetize LTE
 Rebranding of O2 to
H3G announced

 > 1 year
 30% capacity
wholesale obligation
 Spectrum returns
 Digital Leader
 Some corrections to
both multi-brand
portfolios

 Undisclosed

 Announced rapid
staff reduction by
15% (160 FTEs)
 Rebranding of O2
to H3G announced

 Announced staff
reduction: 18% (1800
FTEs) by 2018
 Hand-over of some
shops to a service
provider announced

 All channels merged,  Rapid migration to
25% of stores
the “3” brand
closed
 Fast consolidation
 Repatriation of
of shops and call
1000+ agents
Centres
Network & IT Costs /  Decommissioned
 Network integration
 Networks are
Investments
over 7300 sites
takes time
upgraded while
(27% of sites)
 1/3rd of Orange sites
merged
 Moved 40% of ITsold
 Network sharing
services to the cloud
with Eircom
 Successful
 Limited press (only
Lessons Learned
 Synergy realization
Source: Company Information,took
Arthur
D. Little Exane BNP Paribas
rebranding, store and
some concerns on
time
call centre integration
the O2 debranding)
(market share
suggests smooth
increases)
integration

A close look at the four mobile-mobile mergers in the EU since
2010 (illustrated above) provides key lessons and benchmark
ranges for synergy creation potential.

 14k sites are marked
for decommissioning
 Significant (LTE)
investments planned

 Wholesale / MVNO
remedies need to be
well managed
 “LTE/data“ leader
positions are not
original
 Trend towards swift
rebranding
 15-20% overall staff
reduction is a recurring
range
 Channel integration
reduces shops by
~25% and is used
to improve the multichannel experience
 25-35% of site
reductions is a
recurring range

 Successful
perseverance on
approval processes
and clear IR
communication

Mobile-mobile mergers provide lessons and
benchmarks for post-merger integration and synergy
realization
Based on recent mobile-mobile mergers, other telecom
transactions and our numerous transaction and transformation

Synergy value creation per type and challenges for their realization
NPV in mEUR and Split in %

4.1 bn EUR

5.0 -5.5 bn EUR
9%

27%
29%
27%
22%
28%

18%
Everything Everywhere
(T-Mobile / Orange JV)
UK 2010

10%
29%

Telefonica Deutschland
& E-Plus Group
Germany 2014

 Communicate go-to-market aspects carefully to minimize customer churn
caused by brand, tariff, sales or customer care changes
 Limit revenue synergy dilution from discounts or promotions
 Manage customer expectations on network coverage improvements
 Manage expectations on synergies from increased procurement power, site
reductions and IT integration
 Combine both distribution systems to an off-/online multi-channel experience
 Ensure to limit customer irritations caused by integration, e.g. by temporarily
increasing customer care capacity
 Ensure that strategy, HR, legal, finance and procurement can handle the
additional integration workload
 Secure excellent supplier relationships, crucial to achieve network integration and modernization tasks, in spite of having to negotiate rigorously
Revenue Synergies
Network & IT Synergies
Distribution and Marketing Synergies
SG&A and other Cost Synergies

Source: Interviews, Investor Relations, Arthur D. Little
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projects, Arthur D. Little provides seven lessons learned and
benchmarks for telecom post-merger integrations:

Contacts

1. Managing approval processes and remedies professionally
in a partnership mode with the national and EU anti-trust and
regulatory authorities is best practice

UK
swinford.richard@adlittle.com

2. Mergers should follow a clear strategy for the long run, a
2-3 year integration phase after the classic “100 days” and
merger honeymoon. Customers need to know what shall be
the new customer promise. All four newly merged mobile
operators cited in our examples aspire to be an “LTE/Digital”
leader, which is hardly a differentiator
3. Clear market and investor communication cannot be
overdone. People know that realizing synergy plans is tricky,
but expect clear communication and swift corrective actions,
if necessary
4. Rebranding / brand portfolio changes should be completed
rapidly rather than destabilizing customers through brand
uncertainty
5. Staff reductions are typically in the range of 15-20 percent,
often starting with administrative functions, followed by
shop and call centre agents and, lastly, by network teams.
For all functions, it may be prudent to initially reserve higher
capacity to cover customer requests and the additional
integration workload

Richard Swinford

Andrea Faggiano
Italy
faggiano.andrea@adlittle.com

Christian Niegel
Central Europe
niegel.christian@adlittle.com
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6. Points of sale are not reduced by half – but rather by 25-30
percent. The effective sales presence of merged mobile
operator actually increases with the launch of flagship stores
and integrated offline and online sales processes
7. Network integration does not lead to cutting site numbers by
half but rather by 25-35 percent as the newly merged mobile
operators want to offer improved coverage and data capacity
to the combined customer bases. We may see lower site
reduction ratios as mobile networks become more dense
also due to the installation of micro- and pico-cells (5G)
across the world.
The current wave of telecom mergers will continue in Europe.
The consolidation of the European telecom market has begun
and pressure is on to maximize the value created for all
stakeholders. Arthur D. Little hopes that the recommendations
and benchmarks included in this Viewpoint will help all
stakeholders achieve this goal.
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